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From out of nowhere … 
 came Seigetsu-san to Ina
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 It was about 160 years ago, at the time of the Tokugawa shōgun, 

when the Black Ships came from America, forcing Japan to open up 

to trade with other countries. There came to Ina the travelling figure 

of a samurai with a deep straw hat covering his face.

 Where he had come from, and why he had come, he told no-one, 

only that his name was ‘Seigetsu’ – Seigetsu.

 This man was Inoue Seigetsu, who from then on lived a 

wandering life under the sky of the Ina Valley for thirty years, without 

a home of his own, or a wife, or a child. He became familiar to the 

people of Ina who, adding -san to his name, came to call him 

‘Seigetsu-san’.

 The Ina Valley consists of a plain squeezed between the 3,000-

foot high ranges of the Central and the Southern Alps. Through the 

centre of it flows the Tenryū-gawa, a river that has its source in Lake 

Suwa, and into which many small streams flow, nourishing the fields 

and rice paddies that make this a fertile region. At the time Seigetsu 

arrived sericulture was flourishing, and in spring and summer, and 

even in some houses in the autumn, silkworms were being raised. 

In farming villages haiku (known as hokku at that time) were popular 

as well, and people enjoyed composing verses of 5-7-5.

 It may have been this aspect of Ina that planted a seed in the 

heart of Seigetsu-san, and made him want to stay:

時鳥旅なれ衣脱ぐ日かな
hototogisu tabi nare goromo nugu hi kana

The little cuckoo –

and a day for stripping off

the rags of travel
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 Of the appearance of Seigetsu-san it was said that over his worn 

kimono he often added a haori or half-coat, and put on hakama or 

loose divided pants, both rather formal. With a gourd at his waist, 

and a yatate or pen-and-ink box too, he also carried a small 

wicker case, with a furoshiki or wrapping cloth tied over his 

shoulders. The kōri or wicker case seems to have held a statue of 

the poet Bashō and a collection of the poet’s work. The tall frame of 

Seigetsu looked thin, the hair on his head sparse, as were his beard 

and eyebrows, and with his long narrow eyes, he had a sleepy look, 

glancing sideways as he plodded along more slowly than an ox, it 

was related.

Under the Ina sky …
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 In the warm humanity of the Ina region, he would be invited into 

homes with, “How about some tea?” and “We’ve nothing to offer, 

but won’t you have a bite?” As a lover of saké, Seigetsu-san would 

be treated to home-made brew, raw and unrefined, in certain 

houses.

翌日しらぬ身の楽しみや花に酒
asu shiranu mi no tanoshimi ya hana ni sake

Not knowing tomorrow

in the midst of delight:

blossoms and saké

蝶に気のほぐれて杖の軽さかな
chō ni ki no hogurete tsue no karusa kana

My spirit lifted

by a butterfly: how light

the staff I carry

 With his wandering spirit Seigetsu-san would offer in gratitude a 

verse of 5-7-5 in return for a meal or a lodging, having written it 

down in splendid script.

 In a diary that has been discovered from his later years, he 

recorded 100 homes in which he lodged, and some 200 in which he 

was offered meals.

 Going round the houses of Ina, Seigetsu-san sometimes held 

kukai or haiku gatherings, to give instruction about haiku, and 

received some small fees for this. In this way he went around the 

region, staying one day or two, and sometimes even three or four if 

things went well, in different places.

 Some 1,800 haiku have already been discovered in the 

storehouses and other places of the homes that he visited, and very 

likely more will still be found.
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 Almost nothing is known about Seigetsu-san’s life.

 Where he was born and what kind of home he was raised in, we 

do not know. 

 Even when he was asked about it, he never cared to say what his 

background was. Even now hardly anything is known.

 But let us take a look at the traces of him left behind in Ina, and at 

the haiku he composed, and see what we can find.

The mystery of Seigetsu-san
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 In a gathering of information about haiku poets who travelled 

around the country, there is a record of Seigetsu-san being 

questioned, for the first time, by Okamura Kikusō, the chief retainer 

of the Takato clan:

 When asked where he came from, he replied that he was born in 

Nagaoka in Koshi, in what is part of Niigata prefecture today, but 

using instead the old name ‘Koshi’ for the wider northern region still 

known as Hokuriku.

 Seigetsu-san was a samurai of the Echigo district Nagaoka clan, 

and his real name was Inoue Katsuzō, something that was only 

discovered after he had passed away. But in which house was he 

raised?

 According to a survey by a local historian in Nagaoka city, all 

those named Inoue in the Nagaoka clan were lower-ranking bushi 

or samurai, so it seems likely that Seigetsu-san was not born in 

comfortable circumstances as had been rumoured.

 From the haiku that Seigetsu-san composed, and the well-

formed script he wrote, we can see that he had been educated well, 

so it is considered probable that he had attended the clan school, 

Sōtoku-kan.

 There are verses that seem to tell us what his life in Echigo must 

have been like.

雪車に乗りしこともありしを笹粽
sori ni norishi koto mo arishi wo sasachimaki

Once upon a time

sleigh-rides in the snow ’n’

bamboo-leaf dumpling
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妻持ちしことも有りしを着衣始
tsuma mochishi koto mo arishi wo kiso hajime*

Had I a wife then…

to put out fresh clothes

for the New Year

*kiso hajime, donning new clothes to start the year

遣るあてもなき雛買ひぬ二日月
yaru ate mo naki hina kainu futsukazuki

With no-one to give it

bought a festival doll…

a sliver of moon

 In the first verse, Seigetsu-san is remembering with longing the 

days of his childhood in the snow country of Echigo, and eating one 

of its famous dumplings wrapped in bamboo-leaf while riding a 

sleigh.

 Those that follow allow us to think that he had had a wife and a 

small daughter once. The third day of the Third Month is the hina-

matsuri or Doll’s Festival for girls, and the second-day moon on the 

night before it would be only faintly seen, a bare thread of light just 

over the horizon.
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我道の神とも拝め翁の日
waga michi no kami tomo ogame okina no hi

Paying respect to

the god of my chosen path –

Day of the Old Man*

*okina (lit. ‘old man’), means Bashō, or the memorial day of 

his death on November 28 (October 12 on lunar calendar) 1694 

 One mystery is why Seigetsu-san left his hometown, Nagaoka.

 At that time the Nagaoka clan was divided into two groups, 

between those who supported the restoration of the Emperor, 

known as the kinnō faction, on the one hand, and those who 

wished to preserve the current system of the Tokugawa shōgun, 

who were known as the sabaku faction, on the other.  At eighteen, 

Seigetsu-san would have been full of youthful passion, and one 

version holds that he had seriously wounded one of his friends in a 

dispute, and then had to leave for the capital of Edo.

 When he was young, Seigetsu-san must have studied hard at the 

clan school, pursuing his own dream. Having learnt about the path 

of haiku, and studied the work of Bashō, he must then have longed 

Why did Seigetsu-san abandon his hometown?
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to follow in the steps of the poet of the Oku no hosomichi, the 

‘Narrow Road to the Deep North’, wandering all over the country 

without limit, a life of transience the desire for which had been 

planted in his heart very early on. He did not long for riches, but to 

live as a haijin, a haiku poet, something that he had resolved to do 

already.

 There are haiku like this by Seigetsu-san:

浮雲気な富は願はず紙襖
abunage na tomi wa negawazu kamibusuma

Precarious wealth

I do not ask for –

a stuffed paper quilt

 A rough quilt of paper is enough to keep out the cold in winter, 

and it is as if he had decided to depend only on what his chosen 

path would bring him, asking no more.

 Seigetsu-san had abandoned his hometown for a life of travel.

朝顔の命は其日其日かな
asagao no inochi wa sono hi sono hi kana

A morning glory…

its whole life no longer

than a single day

 The flower of the morning glory opens in the morning and has 

faded by midday. The life of a flower is no longer than a single day, 

as Seigetsu-san tells us in this verse.

 There are many stories about Seigetsu-san in Ina, and these 

show his way of life and way of thinking.

 In giving thanks or showing gratitude for saké when he drank it, 

or even just by way of greeting, he always said, ‘Senryō, senryō.’

Seigetsu-san’s way of life
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 One day Seigetsu-san went to the daruma-ichi, a fair at which 

dolls of daruma were sold, and everyone laughed and said, “He 

doesn’t have a single mon, and he’s going to the fair…”, but he at 

once replied, “I may not have a single copper, but I will say to 

people senryō from the heart of Seigetsu.”

 Another time Seigetsu-san arrived at someone’s door with a 

fallen persimmon leaf and laid it down, brushing off the dust. Once 

again, wondering what to bring, he offered a butterbur in some 

paper to the wife of the house, and held it out to her saying, “Please 

accept the gift.”

*mon, a copper coin of small value.

**senryō means 1,000 ryō; the ryō being a small gold coin of the Edo period, this meant very 

valuable, priceless.
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羽二重のたもと土産や蕗の薹
habutae no tamoto miyage ya fuki no tō

The gift in a sleeve

of the silken kimono –

a butterbur stalk

 Once, in the winter cold, when Seigetsu-san was wearing 

something that looked thin and lacking warmth, an old lady gave 

him a padded haori or half-coat. But when she met him just three 

days later, he no longer had it on. Thinking it strange, she asked him 

why, and he replied that he had given it to a beggar who looked 

like he was freezing, leaving her quite at a loss.

 Five or six children, on the way home from elementary school, 

seeing the figure of Seigetsu-san plodding along in front of them, 

with the gourd hanging at his waist, all decided to try and see if they 

could hit it by throwing stones. But their aim was not very good and 

at first they did not succeed. The rascals then all threw together, and 

one of the stones hit him on the back of his head, which began to 

bleed. Even so, Seigetsu-san did not turn to face them but went on 

walking as before.

 “That man is the only one whose expression never changes. 

Surely he must be a saint,” one old lady said. Seigetsu-san was 

indeed a strange man.
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Haiku is the shortest poem in the world

 The haiku that sustained Seigetsu-san is composed of 

seventeen letters or syllables, in a pattern of 5-7-5, and is 

said to be the shortest poem in the world. All that is 

needed to compose is a notebook and a pencil. It is easy 

to become familiar with the short form, so anyone can 

write them. Haiku are different from advertisements 

and letters, because there is no need to explain or 

argue anything. They are just made with the rhythm 

of 5-7-5, and from whatever happiness, or sadness, 

or other feeling the writer wants to convey.

 You may think to yourself, “It looks difficult” 

or “I can’t say everything I want in that small 

space”, but it’s not true.

 If you follow the next two steps, you can 

quite easily make haiku too.
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 It’s difficult to make a really good haiku the very first time. So 

let’s start by putting something ordinary into the 5-7-5 pattern 

of 17 syllables, and adding some feeling to it.

 For example, try to imagine this: “Today in writing practice 

(calligraphy) class I tried so hard I got my face covered with ink (Indian 

ink, sumi). When I looked round, my friends had ink on their faces too.”

「習字して墨つけた顔楽しいな」
shūji shite sumi tsuketa kao tanoshii na

In writing practice

getting an ink-covered face

is really good fun

Doing it this way is like a haiku.

 In the world of haiku, there are kigo or season words 

(sometimes called kidai or seasonal topics). Season words are 

words about the four seasons and nature, daily life, events and 

festivals, poetic expressions of various things that connect nature, 

people and culture, chosen by Japanese people to express their 

sense of beauty. Season words are divided into those for Spring, 

Summer, Autumn and Winter, as well as New Year, all of them 

expressing a particular time.

 In the calendar that was used in the past (lunar calendar, or 

old calendar), spring was the first three months of the year, 

January, February and March, but is now February, March and 

April. Summer is May, June and July, while autumn is August, 

September and October, and winter is November, December and 

January, while New Year is often a separate time.

 If one part of the verse in Step 1 is changed to a season word, 

Let’s try putting words in the 5-7-5 rhythm Let’s try using a season word (kigo)
Step

1
Step

2
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it becomes a wonderful haiku. We must find something that 

gives the warm feeling of “is really good fun”, so it would be fine 

to add haru no kaze (‘a spring breeze’):

「習字して墨つけた顔春の風」
shūji shite sumi tsuketa kao haru no kaze

In writing practice

getting an ink-covered face –

a warm breeze in spring

 The first time you do writing practice, you pay attention well, 

but the next time maybe you get tired of it and nudge the person 

next to you, and then fool about with the writing brush in your 

hand. In the first part, we wonder why every face is covered with 

ink, and that makes us smile, and then we feel the gentleness and 

warmth of the spring breeze.

 We can say this is because the season word ‘spring breeze’ 

expresses just those feelings, as it does in Seigetsu-san’s haiku:

春の日やどの児の顔も墨だらけ
haru no hi ya dono ko no kao mo sumi darake

A day in springtime…

and the face of every child

is covered in ink

as he puts it. Seigetsu-san may have seen what the children were 

doing in a terakoya, or one-room elementary school.

 There are more than ten thousand season words for haiku, but 

the number of those actually used is limited. We don’t have to 

learn them all, for they are arranged by season in a saijiki or 

seasonal almanac.

 What does everyone imagine for each season word?

 Let’s look at some season words and see.
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maple, 

chestnuts in burrs, 

insects, 

the Star Festival, 

the Milky Way, 

shooting stars, 

red dragonfly, 

saury, 

cricket, 

and so on

dandelion, 

excursion, 

cherry blossom, 

gathering shellfish, 

clover, 

plum blossom, 

skylark, 

swallow, 

shower of cherry petals, 

spring wind, 

and so on

wind-bell, 

hydrangea, 

cicada, 

snail, 

carp streamer, 

cuckoo, 

bamboo shoot, 

new tea, 

new leaves, 

boating on the river, 

swimming, 

summer sea, 

and so on

snow, 

basking in the sun, 

rabbit, 

swan, 

withered leaves, 

carrot, 

cold, 

Orion galaxy, 

the last day of the year, 

kotatsu or heated table, 

skating, 

and so on

the first sunrise, 

the first calligraphy, 

the first day of the year, 

zōni or soup with rice cakes, 

a spinning top, 

playing battledore and shuttlecock, 

the first visit to a shrine, 

and so on

Season words 
of all kinds

New 
Year

Winter
Autumn

Summer

Spring
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Meiji Period 1868~1912

Masaoka Shiki makes the 5-7-5 hokku or opening verse 

of haikai (renku or linked verse) into the independent 

haiku.

Taishō Period 1912~1926

Takahama Kyoshi is active.

Shōwa Period 1926~1989

The beginning of free-form haiku, muki or season-less 

haiku, and so on.

Now 1989~

‘Haiku’ spreads around the world.

Muromachi • Warring States Period 

1336~end of 16th century

Haikai with vulgar and comical content become popular, 

the origin of haiku.

Edo Period 1603~1868

Matsuo Bashō raises the level of haikai by adding the 

qualities of yūgen (refined elegance) and kanjaku 

(tranquillity), giving it depth as a poetic literary form.

Yosa Buson and Kobayashi Issa are active in 

continuing the work of Bashō.

The time of Seigetsu-san 1822~1887

Let’s learn 
the history of 

haiku
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The Four Seasons of Seigetsu-san’s haiku

山里や雪間を急ぐ菜の青み
yamazato ya yukima wo isogu na no aomi

A mountain village –

hurrying away the snow

the patches of green

Season word: yukima, patches of ground 

where the snow has melted or gaps between falls of snow

 Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, and New Year – there are 

different verses for them all. Let’s look for the season words as we 

enjoy the haiku. Please read them out loud. You are 

sure to notice something about them. These are 

the poems Seigetsu-san spent his life composing.

 Spring has come at last to the mountain village, with the sunlight 

growing stronger and bringing warmth, while the last remaining 

snow gives up the fight and disappears, leaving only patches. The 

mustard flowers sown last autumn have been waiting for spring to 

Spring
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come and are now putting forth green shoots, and the fresh spring 

colours make Seigetsu-san feel happy.

菜の花の径を行くや旅役者
na no hana no komichi wo yuku ya tabi yakusha

The mustard blossoms 

along the path they follow –

travelling actors

Season word: na no hana, mustard flower; rapeseed blossom

 Around the end of the Edo period, kabuki and puppet jōruri or 

recitations were popular in farming villages. In Ina too, we can find 

Nakao Kabuki and Yoshida Puppet Theatre. As well as staging 

performances themselves, the villagers also welcomed 

professional players. Some travelling actors are making their way 

along the path through a field of rapeseed blossom, and the verse 

thus celebrates the season.

初午や蚕の種も祭らるる
hatsu uma ya kaiko no tane mo matsuraruru

First Day of the Horse –

celebrated also are 

the silkworm larvae

Season word: hatsu uma, 

the first day of the horse, early February

 The First Day of the Horse occurs in early February, and a 

festival was held at a village shrine. This was to give thanks and 

pray for the silkworm production, and the silkworms being raised 

in farming houses. There is a deep connection between horse and 

silkworm, with a thread linking them in legend going back to 

ancient China.
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春風や碁盤の上の置手紙
harukaze ya goban no ue no oki tegami

A spring breeze…

on top of the go board

sits a letter

旅人の我も数なり花ざかり
tabibito no ware mo kazu nari hanazakari

As a traveller

even I am counted in –

blossom in full bloom

Season word: hana, blossom

 The blossom here of course means cherry blossom. Wandering 

as a lone traveller past the cherry in full bloom, this is just how 

Seigetsu-san feels. This is inscribed on a haigaku or haiku picture 

made as a shrine offering to the temple Kiyomizu-an at 

Teranakatsubo of Ina city in the spring of 1876 (Meiji 9).

Season word: 

shunpū, spring wind

 Someone has called to play 

a game of go, but the host has had to leave on urgent business 

and left a letter of apology. Or else the host left halfway through 

the game, while the other party got tired of waiting for his return 

and left a note when he departed. There is another version of this 

haiku with osoki hi ya, or ‘the day grows late’, for the opening 

instead.
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柳から出て行船の早さかな
yanagi kara dete yuku fune no hayasa kana

The speed of a boat

moving out on the water

from the willow trees

降とまで人には見せて花曇
furu to made hito ni wa misete hanagumori

As if it might rain…

the clouds keep hanging over

the cherry blossom

Season word: hanagumori, 

cloud during cherry blossom

 This was composed on the day of a 

festival at Kōzen-ji, a temple in Komagane 

city. Even today, the pattern of clouds in 

the sky gives the appearance that it is 

about to rain and the worshippers keep 

looking up. In the changeable weather of 

this season, they just hold on.

Season word: yanagi, willow tree

 The river that cuts through the land of 

Ina, the Tenryū-gawa, is one of the three 

fastest-flowing rivers in Japan. The 

boat seems to be swept past the 

willow trees on the bank of the river 

very fast. This can be thought of as a 

modern-style shasei or ‘sketch’ 

composition by Seigetsu-san.
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霞むべき山は放れて夏木立
kasumu beki yama wa hanarete natsu kodachi

That should be misty

the mountains so far away –

green trees in summer

Season word: natsu kodachi, summer trees

 The mountains that ought to be misty now seem far 

away, the bright summer sunshine showing up 

instead the bright greenery of fresh leaves 

flourishing nearby. This is another ‘sketch’ 

composition by Seigetsu-san. And there is a verse 

by Bashō, whom Seigetsu-san admired so greatly, 

that goes: 先たのむ椎の木も有夏木立 / mazu 

tanomu shii no ki mo ari natsu kodachi / Best to 

depend on: / a pasania tree here / in the summer grove.

Summer
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泥くさき子供の髪や雲の峰
dorokusaki kodomo no kami ya kumo no mine

Mucky heads of hair

on all of the children –

a column of cloud

Season word: kumo no mine, cumulonimbus

ひとつ星など指さして門すずみ
hitotsu boshi nado yubi sashite kado suzumi

Pointing to a star

and such, standing by the gate

in the evening cool

Season word: suzumi, coolness

 The star that appears first 

in the evening is Venus or the 

Evening Star. The heat of the 

day is fading and somehow 

people gather to enjoy the 

coolness, then one person 

points to the brightness in the 

evening sky and all of them 

look up.

 The children, without noticing, have got their hair all 

tangled up with mud and sweat, after playing all day 

in fields and rivers in the summer heat. Lifting the 

gaze higher reveals a column of cloud like a 

mountain peak. This is the earliest haiku left by 

Seigetsu-san, written in Nakano city in his late 

twenties, when he first came to the Shinshū 

region.
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水際や青田に風の見えて行く
mizugiwa ya aota ni kaze no miete yuku

By the water’s edge…

on a green paddy the wind

can be seen to move

Season word: aota, green paddy field

 There is the sound of water flowing from the waterway to the 

paddy field. The green leaves of the rice-plants, nourished by the 

water and bathed in sunlight, are growing well, while the tips of 

their leaves are bent and then divided by the wind passing through 

them. This haiku was composed at Ōgaya, Nishi-miwa, in Ina city, 

and describes a bright summer scene on open land.

淵明も李白も来たりすずみ台
enmei mo rihaku mo kitari suzumi dai

Both Yuanming

and Li Bai have come up to

the bench for coolness

Season word: suzumi, coolness

 The famous Chinese poets Tao Yuanming (365-427) and Li Bai 

(701-762) have come to the outdoor platform to escape the heat. 

This is in Seigetsu-san’s imagination. Seigetsu-san was familiar 

with various classics.
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玉苗や乙女が脛の美しき
tamanae ya otome ga hagi no utsukushiki

Sprouts of rice…

the calves of the maidens

so lovely

Season word: tamanae, shoots of rice

 The expression used here is a respectful way of referring to rice 

shoots, and it is the planting season. With the rice shoots in hand, 

the maidens have tucked up the hems of their garments, showing 

their beautiful calves. Seigetsu-san, has many verses where he 

gently celebrates the beauty of children and young women.

朝露のままで手向けん蓮の花
asa tsuyu no mama de tamuken hasu no hana

As an offering 

with the morning dew inside –

the lotus flower

Season word: hasu, lotus

 The beautiful open flower of the lotus is wet with the morning 

dew. The verse is about cutting it quietly and taking it just as it is, 

as an offering for someone who has passed away. Many verses 

written in memory of those who died, or celebrating the birth of 

children, have survived.
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鬼灯を上手にならす靨かな
hōzuki wo jōzu ni narasu ekubo kana

Chinese lanterns

well blown and sounded…

with dimpled cheeks!

Season word: hōzuki, Chinese lantern plant

 The number of children who enjoy playing with Chinese lanterns 

has become fewer. The seeds are removed leaving the skin intact, 

and it is held to the mouth and blown but it needs some skill. It 

was a common form of play for girls. When a young girl sounded it 

well, cute dimples would appear on her cheeks, and seemed 

lovely to Seigetsu-san.

魂棚や拾はれし子の来て拝む
tamadana ya hirowareshi ko no kite ogamu

The spirit altar…

a foster child comes up

to make a prayer

Season word: tamadana, spirit shelf

 During the Bon Festival in Ina, when the spirits of dead 

ancestors are welcomed back, a straw mat woven from wild rice is 

Autumn
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spread out and a specially made stand is set up on top of it. In the 

time of Seigetsu-san, many children were separated from their 

parents and sent away to be fostered in other homes. It is very 

touching to see such a child joining its hands in prayer before the 

stand.

避け合うて二人ぬれけり露の道
yoke ōte futari nurekeri tsuyu no michi

Two people get wet

giving way to each other –

a path of dew

Season word: tsuyu, dew

 Two people walking along a narrow path each see someone 

else coming and make way for one another, getting wet from the 

dew on the grass as they lean aside.  It was a time when people 

showed consideration. This verse shows an unobtrusive aspect of 

daily life.

駒ヶ根に日和定めて稲の花
komagane ni hiyori sadamete ine no hana

On Komagatake

perfect weather has settled –

the rice in flower

Season word: ine no hana, flowers of rice

 Komagane lies at the foot of Nishi-komagatake in Ina, a place 

where rice-plants are set to bloom in order to be sure of calm 

weather. In the past, 210 days after the first day of spring, on 

September 1, when a typhoon often came, the rice-flowers were in 

bloom. It was an important time for the ears of rice to swell. This year 

fortunately a typhoon did not come, so the harvest was assured.
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稲妻や藻の下闇に魚の影
inazuma ya mo no shitayami ni uo no kage

A flash of lightning…

in the waterweed shadows

the shape of a fish

Season word: inazuma, lightning

 At the moment the lightning flashes, a fish that was hidden in 

the dark under the waterweeds is suddenly shown. A momentary 

impression of nature is splendidly captured in this verse composed 

by Seigetsu-san at the age of 32. It was selected for inclusion in a 

collection edited by a high-ranking official at the temple of Zenkō-ji 

in Nagano.

草木のみ吹くにもあらず秋の風
kusaki nomi fuku ni mo arazu aki no kaze

It is not only

the plants and trees it blows about –

the wind in autumn

Season word: aki no kaze, the autumn wind

 The autumn wind shakes the trees and plants, and soon the 

time of winter withering sets in. But the autumn wind doesn’t only 

shake the plants and trees. It blows everything in the world about. 

It blows on Seigetsu-san too. Seigetsu-san may be expressing 

what is in his heart.
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杖かしてやりたき萩の盛かな
tsue kashite yaritaki hagi no sakari kana

Wanting to lend my staff

to hold up the bushclover’s

flourishing blossom

Season word: hagi, bushclover

 The bushclover blossom hangs down sweeping 

the ground. Seigetsu-san wants to lend his stick 

to hold it up. It is a flower that has been loved 

from long ago. Bushclover blooms in early 

autumn, with delicate reddish purple blossoms, 

that spill and scatter by mid-

autumn. This verse shows the 

gentle spirit of Seigetsu-san in 

relation to the natural world.

落栗の座を定めるや窪溜り
ochiguri no za wo sadameru ya kubotamari

A fallen chestnut

settles in the place it fell –

a tiny hollow

Season word: ochiguri, fallen chestnut

 He compares himself to the fallen chestnut 

that has landed in a small depression. We 

can understand this as meaning that 

Seigetsu-san has accepted and 

understood that Ina has become his 

home and resting place.
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冬ざれや壁に挟みし柄なし鎌
fuyuzare ya kabe ni hasami shi e nashi gama

Desolate winter…

stuck in the wall, a sickle

without a handle

Season word: fuyuzare, winter desolation

 The winter desolation means that the plants and trees have 

withered and the scene is bleak. A sickle used for many years to 

cut grass will grow thin and narrow. Here the sickle, which can no 

longer be used, should have been discarded at the end of autumn, 

but has been stuck into the board wall of the cabin. In the 

handleless sickle we can sense the deep feelings of farming 

people.

掃きよせておちばに雨を聞夜かな
hakiyosete ochiba ni ame wo kiku yo kana

After sweeping up

the fallen leaves, hear the rain

fall on them at night

Season word: ochiba, fallen leaves

Winter
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 The fallen leaves have been swept up. Just then the winter rain 

suddenly begins. In the quiet of night the poet listens keenly to the 

sound of rainfall on dried leaves. Probably Seigetsu-san had taken 

shelter in the hall of a shrine or temple. A sense of the loneliness of 

Seigetsu-san’s wandering life comes through. 

哀れさに憎気もさめて冬の蝿
awaresa ni nikuge mo samete fuyu no hae

More pitiful

than detestable now –

a winter fly

Season word: fuyu no hae, winter fly

 The winter fly, losing strength and becoming weaker and 

weaker, can scarcely fly and has a pitiful look. The annoying power 

that it shows in summer has completely faded. In another verse:

冬の蝿牛に取りつく意地もなし
fuyu no hae ushi ni toritsuku iji mo nashi

A winter fly

barely clings to a cow…

no longer itself

where the fly tries to holds onto a cow but no longer has the vigour 

that it had before, the poet may be likening himself to the ageing 

fly.
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春を待つ娘心や手鞠唄
haru wo matsu musumegokoro ya temari uta

The heart of a girl

waiting for the spring to come…

a ball-playing song

Season word: haru wo matsu, waiting for spring

 This celebrates the feeling of a young girl as she bounces the 

temari, a ball covered with silk thread, and sings the ball-playing 

song as she looks forward to the spring. People really do long for 

the coming of spring in the cold of Ina. The expression temari-uta, 

‘ball-playing song’, is usually a season word for New Year, but here 

the verse has been placed in winter because of the other season 

word, ‘waiting for spring’.
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旭は波を離れぎはなり鷹の声
hi wa nami wo hanaregiwa nari taka no koe

The moment the sun

lifts up over the waves –

the cry of a hawk

Season word: taka, hawk

 The sun is rising, and about to lift free of the waves. This shows 

a moment in the early morning in winter, with a sublime view of the 

sea that is rent by the piercing cry of the hawk. The visual portrayal 

combined with the hawk’s cry is wonderful.

酒さめて千鳥のまこときく夜かな
sake samete chidori no makoto kiku yo kana

Waking up sober –

the true call of the plover

out in the dark

Season word: chidori, plover

 Waking halfway through the night, he is unable to go to sleep 

again. Alert after a drunken sleep, the true voice of the plover 

pierces him. The call of the plover awakens the true feelings of 

Seigetsu-san.
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空色も花と染めなす初日かな
sorairo mo hana to somenasu hatsuhi kana

Even the sky turns

the colour of blossom –

first sun of the year

Season word: hatsuhi, the year’s first sunrise

 The sun rises at New Year and the sky is then 

coloured like a beautiful blossom, to welcome an 

auspicious year, with Seigetsu-san wishing to pass 

it safely, in this verse. There are many haiku by 

Seigetsu-san about New Year.

紐を解大日本史や明の春
himo wo toku dainihonshi ya ake no haru

Loosening the cord

of Great Japan History –

beginning of spring

Season word: ake no haru, beginning of spring

New Year
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 This is a composition from Seigetsu-san’s youth, when he had 

learnt to revere the emperor. According to the Dai Nippon-shi or 

‘History of Great Japan’, which began compilation in 1657, 

Tokugawa Mitsukuni of the Mito clan had considerable influence, 

that continued from the closing days of the shōgun until Meiji. At 

that time, the first reading of the year would consist of reading 

aloud the opening passages of the classics.

世の塵をぬぐうて匂ふ初日かな
yo no chiri wo nugūte niou hatsuhi kana

Shaking off the dust

of the world in the fragrance

of the first sunrise

Season word: hatsuhi, first sunrise of the year

 On welcoming the New Year, all the worthless dust of the year 

before is at once discarded with the rising of the sun that brings 

the first day. At the change of the year, many things are cleansed 

for its arrival, and this verse celebrates this custom in Japan.

屠蘇の座や立まはる児の姉らしき
toso no za ya tachimawaru ko no anerashiki

Awaiting the saké…

the grown-up ways of a girl

who moves round to serve

Season word: toso, spiced saké for New Year

 As a guest at the first gathering of the New Year, to take a drink 

for the occasion, Seigetsu-san observes with admiration the girl 

who has become a fine young woman go about her duties. 

Seigetsu-san might still be making his round of first visits of the 

year even in March. There were many houses that welcomed him.
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万歳の笑貌をかくす扇子かな
manzai no egao wo kakusu ōgi kana

Hiding their laughter

at the comic performance:

the unfolded fans

Season word: manzai, comic performers

嫁が君いたずらものと云はるゝ な
yome ga kimi itazura mono to iwaruruna

To the bride mice,

do not ever utter

a mischievous word

Season word: kimi ga yome, bride mice

 The words yome ga kimi,  ‘the bride is you’, 

means a mouse here. They were called 

that on the first three days of the New 

Year. Mice may damage farm produce, 

but are considered emissaries of 

Daikoku-sama, the god of harvest and 

fertility, and so the custom of presenting 

rice or rice cakes on the third day, ‘For 

mice to welcome New Year’, was found in Ina too.

 Mikawa manzai, the comic musical performers, would 

go from house to house at the beginning of the year, to 

bring blessings on each household, standing at the 

gate playing drums and dancing. They came as far 

as Ina from the area near the Mikawa region in 

present-day Aichi prefecture, and gave comic 

recitations along with wishes for good fortune.
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年々や家路忘れて花の春
toshidoshi ya ieji wasurete hana no haru

As the years go by

forgetting the way back home...

blossom in springtime

Season word: hana no haru, blossom in spring

 On the old lunar calendar, New Year and spring occurred at 

almost the same time, and the character for spring (春) was often 

used to mean New Year. Seigetsu-san had been wandering in Ina 

for twenty years or more. Year by year he was forgetting the way 

back to his hometown, and now spring has come again.

* For the interpretation of the haiku, Takeiri Hiromoto, Seigetsu no miryoku (‘The appeal of 

Seigetsu’), and other sources have been used.

 Thus Seigetsu-san teaches us, 

“The words of haiku should come 

naturally, like running water, 

flowing effortlessly and easily. They 

should not be forced together, 

tightened into form, like the twist 

of a screw into a piece of wood. We 

should not think of making a fine 

haiku, but compose with ease.” The flow 

of words is said to be important.

 With Seigetsu-san’s haiku, if you take any verse and read it 

aloud, it has a rhythm. Haiku are composed on a pattern of 

5-7-5, with one word that shows the season, and give voice to 

some feeling in the heart, it has been generally understood. The 

voice in the heart of Seigetsu-san’s haiku will have surely carried 

over to the reader.
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 Between the last days of the shōgun and the Meiji period, when 

Seigetsu-san brought himself to the Ina valley, was a troubled time. 

A strong wind had raised a stormy sea that churned up and 

worsened, so that many different happenings occurred.

 The Emperor, who had long been distant from politics, was thrust 

into the forefront, and the authority of the shōgun collapsed in many 

places while a royalist movement declared itself. This movement 

intended to overturn the political system that had suppressed the 

Emperor for 260 years. Ina too was swept up in this great surge.

 One thousand of the masterless Mito samurai who opposed the 

opening of the port of Yokohama harbour to foreign vessels, passed 

along the Ina highway. The people of Ina, who had lived in the midst 

of peace for so long, were suddenly alarmed.

The end of Tokugawa and the Meiji Restoration: 
the start of a new age
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 In Ina too, there were those who opposed change and rejected 

opening to foreign countries, and a group called the Hirata-gaku-ha 

was born, with many members calling for renewal of a classic past. 

The knowledgeable and relatively prosperous farm-holders wanted 

somehow to find a way out of the deadlock. There were those who 

leapt into the movement to overthrow 

the Shogunate, the government of the 

shōgun.

 Ordinary people were also nervous 

and afraid. Nobody knew what was 

going to happen in the world, but 

because of that no-one knew what it 

would be best to do.

 In the last year of the Edo Shogunate, 

it was said that amulets from the Ise 

Shrine were falling from the sky in 

different places, causing a great 

commotion. Crying ‘Yacchoro, 

yacchoro’, young and old, men and 

women, were in great confusion, with 

the men sometimes dressed as 

women, and the women dressed as 

men, it is said. Everything in daily life was turned upside down. The 

cry was ‘Ee ja nai ka’ in the western regions where the disturbance 

started, but the dance was known as ‘Yacchoro odori’ in the Ina 

valley.

 The world was greatly changing.
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 Satsuma (Kagoshima prefecture) and Chōshū (Yamaguchi 

prefecture) were the centre of the armed forces supporting the new 

government, to which the forces of the Shogunate were forced to 

surrender one after another, until in 1867 (Keiō 3) the Restoration of 

Imperial Rule was proclaimed and the new government of Meiji was 

born. However, the resistance from the Shogunate continued during 

the Boshin war. The Nagaoka clan, to which Seigetsu-san belonged, 

continued to oppose the Restoration and support the Shogunate 

and fought bitterly against the new government until the end.

 Seigetsu-san did not take part in the life or death struggle by the 

Nagaoka clan against the forces of the new government. He may 

have felt that the same Japanese people fighting their own blood 

relatives, was to no avail. He chose instead a wandering life in Ina, 

and to devote himself to the path of haiku.

 The Takatō clan of Ina had switched from the side of the 

Shogunate to that of the new government of the Restoration, and 

sent many soldiers to help wipe out the Nagaoka clan of Seigetsu-

san’s native region. The place that he had given up was the one 

where he was born and raised, and which the people of Ina had 

attacked. Seigetsu-san could not speak of this, and became more 

and more unwilling to do so.

 When the Nagaoka clan was broken up, the castle and the town 

were set on fire and utterly destroyed. The forces of the new 

government beat the forces of the Shogunate in Tohoku and 

Hokkaidō, and overcame the last resistance by the end.

 The new era of Meiji arrived and was greeted with cheers from 

the new government, and the country suddenly stepped out as an 

open one. The wave of Western culture even came surging around 

Seigetsu-san.

灰に書く西洋文字や榾明かり
hai ni kaku seiyō moji ya hota akari

Written in the ash

letters of the alphabet…

smouldering firewood

 Are the shapes of roman letters or numerals, forming in the ash 

of the burning firewood at the back of the sunken hearth, written by 

Seigetsu-san himself?

 However it may be, Seigetsu-san was caught up in the new era 

and was compelled to move.
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 As the new Meiji era was welcomed, 

many things began to happen that 

affected even Seigetsu-san. 

There was a survey of all the 

households in the country. 

With the establishment of 

systems for military 

service and taxation, it 

became difficult for 

someone like Seigetsu-

san, who was not part 

of any household, to 

continue his existence. 

Japan was becoming a modern state.

 In September 1872 (Meiji 5), in the Ina village 

of Ōkubo (Komagane city today), a farewell 

gathering for Seigetsu-san was held in the 

large Nakamura residence, attended 

by 113 people. They were members 

of Seigetsu-san’s haiku group, his 

disciples and friends. They wanted 

to send him off, back to his 

hometown of Nagaoka. Somehow 

they hoped that, if he could come 

back with a household registration 

from Nagaoka, he would be able 

Seigetsu-san’s journey home 
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to live in Ina with less trouble, and they could find a small hut for him 

to settle in.

 To help Seigetsu-san, who had no reserves of money to fall back 

on, the people of Ina all brought what paintings and calligraphy 

they could, to sell and gather enough cash for a parting gift to send 

him off.

 But Seigetsu-san did not go back to his native place. Perhaps he 

could not return to Nagaoka. As someone who had not fought in the 

Boshin war, he had betrayed the members of his clan, and while 

they were engaged on a life or death struggle, he was gently 

spending his time in Ina composing haiku, and that would not have 

been forgiven.

 Even after that Seigetsu-san tried more than once to go back to 

his hometown, but always, after a few months or half a year, he 

would come back again to Ina.

立ちそこね帰り後れて行乙鳥
tachi sokone kaeri okurete yuku tsubame

Lingering long past

the time for returning…

a swallow departs

 The lingering swallow, that is departing late, or that tries again 

and again to leave, is Seigetsu-san himself.
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 As Seigetsu-san got older, the number of houses 

where he might be offered a place to sleep, some saké, or 

a bowl of rice and tea, or noodles, gradually became 

fewer.

 It is a night in late autumn, with the sound of dew falling from the 

plants and trees, while Seigetsu-san is sleepless with hunger, still 

alert in the darkness.

露の音腹もへるがに夜の冴
tsuyu no oto hara mo heru gani yoru no sae

Drops of falling dew…

pangs of hunger still and yet

the wide-awake night

The last years of Seigetsu-san
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朝寒や人の情はわが命
asa samu ya hito no nasake wa waga inochi

A chilly morning –

the kindness of people is

the whole of my life

 A cold morning in autumn, when Seigetsu-san considers how 

much his life depends on the generosity of other people. But there is 

also the Seigetsu-san that does not wish to be just a beggar getting 

handouts, having lost all self-respect, but who as a haiku poet 

wishes to leave even one verse behind him in return.

 In 1883 (Meiji 16), four years before he died, Seigetsu-san left an 

entry in his diary one winter’s day that goes as follows:

 “One day as the end of the year was approaching, there was no 

offer of breakfast in the house where I had stayed near 

Nishiharuchika, and I left early. It was a cold day with snow 

everywhere, and as I walked along the snowy road the thong on my 

wooden clog broke. I hobbled along to Fukujima (now Ina city) and 

had it repaired under the eaves of a house there, then went on until 

I came to a friendly house in Tera (now Ina city), and gave myself up 

to them.

 “The head of the house brought me a flask of warm saké, and a 

bowl of hot millet porridge, and so I was welcomed there.”

粟粥でつなぐ命や雪の旅
awagayu de tsunagu inochi ya yuki no tabi

Life is sustained with

a bowl of millet gruel…

journey in the snow

 This was far from a prosperous household, but nonetheless it 

was one in which Seigetsu-san was always warmly received.

 But Seigetsu-san did not want to stay too long in the same house, 

nor to impose himself there. He left the next day.
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 From here and there, as rice is pounded in the preparations for 

New Year, the sound can be heard, yet there must have been times 

when Seigetsu-san had no place to stay and slept in the open.

行先に困り果てたり年の坂
yukisaki ni komari hatetari toshi no saka

With nowhere to go

and nowhere left to stay…

the end of the year

酒蔵に径もなし年の暮
sakagura ni chikamichi mo nashi toshi no kure

Not even a path

to the storehouse for saké…

the close of the year

 The frozen moon casts the shadow of Seigetsu-san on the 

ground, this is the lonesome figure this conjures up.

遠近のもちつききくや草まくら
ochikochi no mochitsuki kiku ya kusa makura

From far and near

the sound of pounding rice –

a pillow of grass
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 But in Seigetsu-san’s diary there are also haiku like this:

翌の日を頼むでもなし枯柳
asu no hi wo tanomu demo nashi kareyanagi

With nothing to ask

of the day that will follow –

a leafless willow

 Now 63, with not much of his life remaining, Seigetsu-san is 

himself the leafless willow tree. Until now he has been able to keep 

his own faith, and live his life intently, possessing nothing and 

following just haiku. He no longer has anything to expect or to 

regret tomorrow, and that is the state of mind that he is expressing. 

There is a sense in which we are finally redeemed by this.
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 In 1886 (Meiji 19), toward the end of the year with a cold wind 

blowing, the body of an old man dressed in rags was found 

collapsed in a paddy field below the Hiyama pass in Ina. It seemed 

that he might be dead, but when someone approached they found 

that he was still breathing, although he could not move. Looked 

after by those who knew him, he was carefully lifted onto a wooden 

door and carried across the Mibu river, to Misuzu Suehiro, and 

taken to the isolated house in Ōtakubo. Though it was only in name, 

Seigetsu-san had been placed on a family register here.

 Although Seigetsu-san was unable to sit up, and couldn’t speak, 

he was looked after in this house and his life was saved. The next 

year, in 1887 (Meiji 20) on March 10 (February 16 on the old 

calendar), he breathed his last. 

The death of Seigetsu-san
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 Two hours before he passed away he left this verse:

何処やらに寉の声聞く霞かな
doko yara ni tazu no koe kiku kasumi kana

Somewhere out there 

the trumpet-call of a crane

in the mist…

 The character Seigetsu-san used for the bird means a crane, 

whose voice can be heard calling from somewhere out in the mist. 

The brush was shaking in his hand, and the character for ‘mist’ is 

written faintly and indistinctly, and thus conveys an image of the 

mist. This was the last time for him to be watched over by his haiku 

friends and his disciples.

 He had come to the Ina valley, deep in the mountains of Shinshū, 

some thirty years before, but had never spoken much about his life.

 “When I die, just put me in a straw sack. Not when it’s cold. But 

when the rapeseed flowers are in bloom would be fine,” Seigetsu-

san often said.

 It really was the time when the rapeseed was in flower that he 

died. It was natural that he should wish to be interred in the earth of 
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Ina, and the life of Seigetsu-san, following the path of haiku, living 

by travel and dying on a journey, had no doubt ended as he 

wished.

 At the foot of a tree in the graveyard at Misuzu Rokudōhara there 

is a round, slightly ovoid stone that was brought from the Mibu river, 

and that marks the grave of Seigetsu-san.

 On the front of the stone, these words were engraved:

降るとまで人には見せて花曇
furu to made hito ni wa misete hanagumori

As if it might rain…

the clouds keep hanging over

the cherry blossom

 Now the letters have disappeared.

 At the time that Seigetsu-san passed away, the rapeseed flowers 

were in bloom, and the beautiful snow-capped peaks of 

Senjōgatake in the east, and Komagatake in the west, could be 

seen.
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 Age Year What happened to Seigetsu

 1 1822 (Bunsei 5) Born in Nagaoka in Echigo (now 

Nagaoka city in Niigata prefecture). 

Real name Katsuzō 勝蔵, then 

Katsuzō 克三, then Katsunoshin 勝

之進 (detailed information about his 

parents and siblings is not known).

 18 1839 (Tenpo 10) About this time he leaves his 

hometown. Goes to Edo.

 27 1848 (Kaei 1) First traces of him in Shinshū (now 

Nakano city), around the year of the 

verse, ‘Mucky heads of hair / on of 

all the children – a column of cloud’

 31 1852 (Kaei 5) In Nagano prefecture, he composes 

this verse in memory of the mother 

of Yoshimura Mokuga: 乾く間もなく

秋暮れぬ露の袖 / kawaku 

mamonaku aki kurenu tsuyu no sode 

/ No sooner is it dry / than the end of 

autumn evening comes… / a sleeve 

wet with dew

 37 1858 (Ansei 5) About this time he first comes to Ina, 

to Takami, Nakazawa-mura (now 

Komagane city).

 42 1863 (Bunkyū 3) He calls on Okamura Kikusō, a senior 

retainer of the Takato clan, who 

contributes a preface to a collection 

ChronologyAppendix 1
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of haikai verses edited by Seigetsu, 

Echigo jishi [‘Echigo lion dance’].

 43 1864 (Genji 1) Calls at the temple Zenkō-ji, and 

stays at the Hōshō-in hall for 100 

days. Seigetsu edits the haikai verse 

collection, Iezuto-shū (‘Souvenir 

collection’).

 51 1872 (Meiji 5) Yanaginoya (meaning Seigetsu) 

send-off gathering and exhibition of 

calligraphy and painting held, with 

113 participants.

 63 1884 (Meiji 17) Entered in the register of the 

Shiobara family (now Ōtakubo of 

Suehiro, Misuzu in Ina city).

 64 1885 (Meiji 18) A haikai collection edited by 

Seigetsu, Nagori no mizu kuki 

(‘Written remains’), published about 

this time.

 65 1886 (Meiji 19) In late December, he collapses at 

Ina-mura Hiyama-tōge (now 

Komagane city).

 66 1887 (Meiji 20) Dies at Ōtakubo of Suehiro, Misuzu, 

on March 10 (February 16 on lunar 

calendar).
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 Seigetsu became known to the world following a strong 

commendation by the renowned novelist Akutagawa Ryūnosuke. 

He heard about Seigetsu from his family doctor, Shimojima Kūkoku 

(real name: Isamu), who came from Ina and recounted his 

childhood memories of the poet. Akutagawa strongly 

recommended the publication of the work, which came about

when, with help from the doctor’s younger brother, a collection 

called Seigetsu kushū [‘Seigetsu’s haiku’] came out in 1921 

(Taishō 10). It included 1,028 haiku, as well as a biographical 

sketch, “Tales of an eccentric”, letters, and renku or linked verse.

 Akutagawa Ryūnosuke wrote, in a note following the main text, 

that “Even in the hard world of modern times, that someone like 

this should have existed, gives strength and courage to ordinary 

wretched souls like the rest of us.” At any rate, those of us who are 

feeling downcast will be encouraged by this work.

 Later, a teacher at Ina Girls’ High School (now Ina Yayoigaoka 

High School), Takatsu Saijirō,  took up the task, revising and 

expanding the work for a new edition, published as Hyōhaku haijin 

Seigetsu zenshū [‘Complete works of the wandering haiku poet 

Seigetsu’] in 1930 (Shōwa 5).

 Coming across this book, the wandering poet Taneda Santōka 

was moved to exclaim, “Aah, Seigetsu!”, and he paid a visit to 

Seigetsu’s grave a year before his own death.

 The collected volume, Hyōhaku haijin Seigetsu zenshū 

[‘Complete works of the wandering haiku poet Seigetsu’] has now 

been brought out in a fifth edition, revised and expanded by the 

Inoue Seigetsu Memorial Foundation. Seigetsu also featured in the 

manga Jōhatsu [‘Vanishing’], collected in Munō no hito [‘Good-for-

nothing-man’], by the manga artist Tsuge Yoshiharu, a French 

translation of which has also appeared.

Making Seigetsu known: those who admired Seigetsu

Appendix 2
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Afterword

? Before the war, in 1938 (Shōwa 13), in what is now Ina city’s Misuzu Primary School, 
one of the teachers took a locally produced text called “Seigetsu-san” and used it as a 
supplementary reader for many students.
? A newly produced edition of this little book, drawing on later research, has been created 
in order to introduce to students in the upper levels of elementary school something of 
Seigetsu-san’s way of life through his haiku, as well as the climate of the Ina region and the 
history of people living there, including their occupations, all of which is woven into this 
throughout.
? Surprisingly, Seigetsu-san spent thirty years, until the end of his life, without a home of 
his own, staying here and there, while the people of Ina looked after him, which was indeed 
very admirable. It is not known clearly why Seigetsu-san chose to come to this region, and 
to remain there, but one important reason must surely have been the warmth and kindness 
of the local inhabitants. That the people all live through helping one another has been an 
established way of life in the climate of Ina from times gone by. Please try to understand 
and appreciate this aspect of the Ina region through the life of Seigetsu-san.
? This illustrated book has been published with the assistance of the Nagano-ken Regional 
Awareness Support Fund, and is the result of the cooperation of many members of the 
Kami-Ina Education Group. For help with both the haiku and haiku history, we would like 
to thank the haiku poet Itō Inao-san of the Ina valley, as well as Ōnoda Yoshiki-san and 
Yajima Megumi-san, for their help and cooperation.
? This English edition has come about as the result of efforts by Miura Yōko-san of Visual 
Folklore. We would also like to extend our thanks to Mr David Burleigh, who translated 
this English edition, following the English subtitles of haiku by Seigetsu for the film 
Hokaibito.

 Inoue Seigetsu Memorial Foundation

 30 November 2020
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